Abstract. This paper systematically compares the numerical implementation and computational cost between the Fourier spectral iterative perturbation method (FSIPM) and the finite element method (FEM) in solving partial differential equilibrium equations with inhomogeneous material coefficients and eigen-fields (e.g., stress-free strain and spontaneous electric polarization) involved in phase-field models. Four benchmark numerical examples, including inhomogeneous elastic, electrostatic, and steadystate heat conduction problems demonstrate that (1) the FSIPM rigorously requires uniform hexahedral (3D) and quadrilateral (2D) mesh and periodic boundary conditions for numerical implementation while the FEM permits arbitrary mesh and boundary conditions; (2) the FSIPM solutions are comparable to their FEM counterparts, and both of them agree with the analytic solutions, (3) the FSIPM is much faster in solving equilibrium equations than the FEM to achieve the accurate solutions, thus exhibiting a greater potential for large-scale 3D computations.
Introduction
The phase-field method, as a powerful computational approach, has been widely applied to model and predict microstructure evolution during various material processes [10] , for instance, martensitic phase transformations [1, 13, 29] , electromigration [2, 21] , grain growth [11, 15] , solidification [19, 22] , and so forth. In the phase-field method, the mesoscale morphology and microstructure in materials are described by a set of continuous phase-field variables, including the conserved field variables {c 1 ,c 2 ,··· ,c n } and non-conserved field variables {η 1 ,η 2 ,··· ,η m } that represent the compositional and structural differences in the microstructure, respectively. The corresponding total free energy is given by:
(1.1)
The first volume integral in Eq. (1.1) represents the local contribution from short-range interactions to the free energy, including the bulk free energy f , as well as the gradient energy terms,∑
β ij ∇ i η k ∇ j η k that describe the inhomogeneity at interfaces. α i and β ij are the gradient energy coefficients. The second volume integral in Eq. (1.1) represents the energy contribution from long-range interactions, such as elastic interactions and electrostatic interactions, which are represented by G(r−r'). The evolution of the microstructure is governed by the Cahn-Hilliard diffusion equation [4] (Eq. (1.2)), and/or the Allen-Cahn relaxation equation [5] M ij and L kl are the kinetic coefficients related to atomic and interfacial mobility, respectively. The formulation of the free energy densities in Eq. (1.1) is the key to the construction of phase-field models. The short-range chemical interactions (the first volume integral in Eq. (1.1)), once formulated, are explicit with respect to field variables and their driving forces (the variational derivatives with respect to field variables) can be directly obtained. The long-range interactions, however, are implicit with respect to field variables; additional constraints for long-range interactions, i.e., long-range equilibria, are required. Typically, the microstructure inhomogeneity imposes a "source term", as a function of field variables, to the long-range interaction fields, and correspondingly, the long-range interaction fields respond to this "source term" to establish the long-range equilibrium states. By solving the long-range equilibrium equations, the long-range interaction fields can be obtained and the long-range interaction energies and driving forces can then be evaluated for solving Eq. (1.2) and Eq. (1.3). In phase-field models, the equilibrium states of long-range interactions are generally assumed to be established much faster than the microstructure evolution (or energy minimization), and therefore we solve the long-range equilibrium equation at each phase-field simulation time step before solving Eq. (1.2) and Eq. (1.3). Depending on the physical processes and materials systems, there can be multiple long-range interactions, and they play critical roles during microstructure evolution. For example, in solid phase transformations, the elastic energy usually serves as a penalty term for the phase transformation and is responsible for the anisotropic morphology and growth behavior of the new phase [12, 27, 34] ; for ferroelectric phase transformations that involve electric polarization, the electric field contribution is the key to domain switching [28] . The long-range equilibrium equations, usually related to the gradient of the long-range interaction fields, are also partial differential equations, in which the higher-order tensors and their inhomogeneity involved in the equations add to the complexity of the numerical solutions. Therefore, it is desirable to pursue reliable and efficient numerical method for solving the long-range equilibrium equations to obtain the long-range interaction energies and driving forces.
A number of efforts have been made to propose numerical algorithms for solving the equilibrium equations in an inhomogeneous bulk solid of phase-field models including the conjugate gradient method (CGD) [16, 33] , the finite difference method [20] and the finite element method (FEM) [2] . The energy stability for the numerical schemes of phase-field models has also been justified at a theoretical level [23, 24] . However, the large computational burden required by such numerical methods limits the mesh size of the computational domain that can be investigated by these methods. Conceived as an alternative, the fast Fourier spectral iterative perturbation method (FSIPM) [12, 30, 32] inspired by image-processing techniques has been recently proposed to solve these equilibrium equations of phase-field models. Owing to being free from any large matrix inversion, this FSIPM method is very computationally efficient. However, the general formulation and computational framework of the FSIPM were not developed. Moreover, there is still lacking of the systematic evaluation of computational complexity and cost in a quantitative manner.
The purpose of this article is to formulate and develop a general and efficient FFTbased computational framework to solve the phase-field partial differential equilibrium equations with inhomogeneous material coefficients and eigen-fields (e.g., stress-free strain and spontaneous electric polarization), by taking advantage of its low computational cost. The computational complexity of the FSIPM is theoretically derived and the computational cost is quantitatively evaluated. Systematic comparisons between the FSIPM and the FEM in numerical implementation and computational cost are also made through this work. The plan of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we outline the mechanical, electrostatic and thermal equilibrium equations that are frequently encountered in phase-field simulations. The general formulations of the FSIPM and the FEM for these equations as well as their computational complexity are then summarized in Section 3. Four benchmark examples in elastic, electrostatic and thermal systems to quantitatively compare the computational cost of the FSIPM and the FEM are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 5.
Equilibrium equations
The long-range equilibrium generally imposes constraints on the gradients of the longrange interaction fields, i.e., ∇·K = 0, where K is certain long-range interaction field. The field K generally varies in a full-field fashion in systems involving different long-range interactions. In this section, we briefly introduce the equilibrium equations in elastic, electrostatic and thermal systems.
Elastic system and mechanical equilibrium equation
In linear elastic systems, constitutive relations are constructed between the stress and strain fields, and the mechanical equilibrium, through which the net force equals zero to ensure the conservation of linear momentum, imposes constraints on the stress fields:
where r j is the j-th component of the position vector r, and σ ij (r) corresponds to the component of the local stress tensor. The mechanical equilibrium equation is applicable both for systems with applied stress and/or strain, and for systems with eigenstrains. In particular, the "eigen problems", with transformation-induced strains, are more often encountered in solid state phase transformations, in which the stress is further written as
where C is the elastic stiffness tensor, ε the total strain tensor, and ε 0 the eigenstrain tensor [3, 14, 17] . Combining Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) leads to
Electrostatic system and electrostatic equilibrium equation
For modeling solid-state phase transformations that involve electric dipoles, the electric energy contribution to the total free energy of a microstructure can be evaluated based on numerical solution to the electrostatic equilibrium equation. According to Gauss's law, an electrostatic system follows the equilibrium equation
where D is the electric displacement, and ρ(r) is the free charge density. The positiondependent electric displacement D i (r) for dielectrics/ferroelectrics can be written as
where κ 0 κ ij (r)E j (r) is the electric-field induced polarization with κ 0 the vacuum electric permittivity and κ ij (r) is the position-dependent relative linear dielectric constant [25, 26, 31] ; P S i (r) is the spontaneous electric polarization which is non-zero in ferroelectrics and polar materials. As is studied in the present work, in an electrostatic system with no free charges, Eq. (2.4) can be rewritten as
Similar to Eq. (2.3), this general equation works both for problems with applied electric fields and for "eigen" problems with spontaneous polarizations.
Steady-state heat conduction and thermal equilibrium equation
Heat conduction is driven by a non-uniform temperature field, commonly measured as a heat flux (vector) at a control surface. Thus, the calculation of temperature field for a given system with known boundary conditions is the key step to obtain the heat flux. Fick's Law gives the constitutive relation for heat conduction, which relates heat flux to temperature gradient as follows:
where q i (r) is the position-dependent heat flux, the negative sign in the right-hand side means that the direction of heat flux is opposite to the temperature gradient ∇ j T, and k ij (r) is the position-dependent thermal conductivity. For steady-state heat conduction with a time-invariant temperature field, we get the following relation:
This is the corresponding thermal equilibrium equation, with which we can obtain the temperature field. Furthermore, the solution to heat-transfer problems can be directly applied to mass-transfer problems with appropriate change of variables.
Numerical algorithms of FSIPM and FEM
In this section, we generally formulate the numerical algorithms of the FSIPM and the FEM, respectively, for solving the equilibrium equations. Numerical implementation and computational complexity of the algorithms for elastic, electrostatic and thermal systems are also compared and discussed.
Numerical algorithms of FSIPM
The Fourier spectral iterative perturbation method (FSIPM) is an efficient and direct numerical algorithm for solving equilibrium equations in a periodic system, especially for systems with inhomogeneous properties [12, 28, 32] . The method is based on the fact that the local mechanical, electrostatic and thermal response of a periodic heterogeneous medium can be calculated as a convolution integral between the Green function of a linear reference homogeneous medium and a polarization field, proportional to the actual heterogeneity of the fields. Since such type of integrals reduces to a simple product in Fourier space, the FSIPM can be used to transform the polarization field into Fourier space and, in turn, to get the fields by inverse-transforming that product back to Cartesian space. Given that the actual polarization field depends on a priori unknown fields, an iterative scheme is necessary to converge towards the equilibrated fields.
Due to the use of the convolution integral, the periodic unit cell representing the heterogeneous medium is generally discretized by means of a uniform grid {x d } as shown in Fig. 1(a) . A corresponding grid of the same dimensions,{ξ d }, is used in Fourier space. Such a general iterative perturbation process, which can be applied to elastic, electrostatic and thermal systems with the appropriate change of variables, is proposed as follows. The PDEs involved in phase-field model including mechanical equilibrium, electrostatic equilibrium and thermal equilibrium equations, as we are focusing on, usually involves:
1. Inhomogeneous material coefficient e.g., elastic stiffness tensor C can be separated into a homogeneous part C 0 and an inhomogeneous perturbation ∆C, i.e.,C = C 0 + ∆C. Similarly, dielectric constant tensor can be written as κ = κ 0 +∆κ and thermal conductivity tensor k = k 0 +∆k;
2. Eigen-field, e.g., stress-free strain in stress equilibrium equations which leads to the elastic strain ε el = ε−ε 0 . Likewise, electric displacement D can be written where the sum of the electric-field induced polarization D E and the spontaneous electric polarization,
For convenience, we write the equilibrium equations as a general form as
where A 0 corresponds to the homogeneous part of material coefficient and ∆A=A−A 0 is the inhomogeneous perturbation of material coefficient. We set A 0 as the average value of A throughout the computational domain, i.e., A 0 = (1/Ω) Ω Ad 3 r, which is adopted in all numerical experiments throughout this work. X is the physical field that can be either elastic strain field, electric field, or temperature gradient field, and X 0 indicates the corresponding eigen-field. Expanding Eq. (3.1) yields
where B(r) can be regarded as the residual term as
In the FSIPM, the physical field X(r) of the corresponding system to be solved is defined as the sum of a homogeneous part X and an inhomogeneous part δX(r):
so that the inhomogeneous part δX(r) follows
and can be expressed as the spatial gradient of another field, Y(r), i.e.,
Y(r) follows a periodic boundary condition and is part of the elastic displacement, electric potential or temperature field corresponding to the inhomogeneous δX(r). The homogenous X contributes to the remaining part of the said fields, written as Y'(r) = X·r. 
Variables examples
Elastic problem Electrostatic problem Thermal conduction
The corresponding variables in this equation are summarized in Table 1 for different problems for the purpose of clarity. Note that Eq. (3.6) is the key equilibrium equation for an inhomogeneous system, which can be solved by the FSIPM if assuming periodic boundary conditions. The central idea of the iterative-perturbation scheme in the FSIPM is to transform the inhomogeneous (possibly degenerate) problem to iterations of homogeneous (non-degenerate) systems [20] . The corresponding numerical implementation involving zeroth order, first order and higher order approximations are outlined below:
The zeroth-order approximation of Eq. (3.6) is achieved by setting the inhomogeneous part of the property ∆A(r) to 0, i.e.,
Y (0) (r) could be solved using a Fourier spectral method:
where g is the reciprocal space vector, and Y (0) (g) and B(g) are the Fourier transforms of Y (0) (r) and B(r), respectively. G(g) is defined so that its inverse matrix satisfies
for solving mechanical equilibrium equation, and
for solving electrostatic and thermal equilibrium equations, respectively. For the singular point of g = 0, Y (0) (g = 0) = 0 is taken. The corresponding physical field δX(r) is given by
For first-and higher-order approximations, Y ( (n))(r) is given by substituting Y(r) on the right hand side of Eq. (3.6) with the previous approximation:
The solution is given by a Fourier spectral method as
where
Again, Y (0) (g = 0) = 0 is taken. The corresponding physical field δX(r) for the n-th order approximation is given by
(3.14)
Numerical algorithms of FEM
Different from the FSIPM directly solving the equilibrium equations, the FEM first establishes a Galerkin weak form that governs the equilibrium equations and then solves it. The general procedure of the FEM models consists of generally the following five steps. Below we use the mechanical equilibrium equation to present the basic procedure.
1)
Formulate the Galerkin weak form from the equilibrium equations. The weak form of the problem is obtained by using a test function, δu, which satisfies necessary integrability conditions. Multiplying Eq. (1.4) by δu, integrating over domain volume Ω, and applying the divergence theorem, we obtain that 15) wheret is applied traction.
2) Discretize the problem domain into elements. Arbitrary shape of elements (e.g., tetrahedral and hexahedral elements in 3D, as well as triangular and quadrilateral elements for 2D) and non-uniform elements density are allowed in the FEM model as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
3) Interpolate the displacement field by constructing the shape functions based on the elements, e.g., the displacement for the point of interest, x, is expressed as: 16) where N in is the number of nodes for one element, N I is the shape function associated with the node I, and d I is the displacement of node I.
4)
Evaluate the compatible strain field: 17) where B I is the strain-displacement matrix associated with the node I.
5)
Substitute the interpolated displacement and strain fields into weak form and establish the discrete linear algebraic system of equations, 18) where K denotes the global stiffness matrix and f represents the force vector.
Following the similar process, we can solve different equilibrium equations by substituting physical fields into Eq. (3.15). The comparison of numerical implementation aspects (including the means of solving equations, mesh requirement and boundary conditions) between the FSIPM and the FEM is tabulated in Table 2 . 
Computational complexity of FSIPM and FEM
For simplicity of counting operations, suppose that we discretize the problem domain by n uniform grid points along each dimension, thus totally N =n×n points for 2D problem and N = n×n×n points for 3D problem, and the algorithms are assumed to be serial.
FSIPM:
We begin by dividing the overall FSIPM algorithm (based on Eqs. (3.12)-(3.13)) for each iterative-perturbation step into the following sub-steps:
Step(1) calculate ∆A(r)(X+δX (n−1) (r)), based on the physical field δX (n−1) (r) of the previous iterative step;
Step(2) forward Fourier transformation of ∆A(r)(X+δX (n−1) (r)) and B(r) into the reciprocal space using the FFT algorithm;
Step(3) calculate Y n (g) based on Eq. (3.13), and then δ X n (g) based on Eq. (3.14) in the reciprocal space;
Step(4) backward Fourier transformation of Y n (g) and δ X n (g) into real space fields Y n (r) and δX n (r), using the FFT algorithm.
Since we are solving the long-range equilibrium equations, rather than the evolution equations Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) throughout the paper, the parameters A 0 , ∆A(r), B(r) (and thereforeB(g) and G(g)) can be regarded fixed and do not need to be re-evaluated for each iterative step. Moreover, step (1) and (3) are basically multiplications with the computational complexity on the order of O(N). The most time-consuming steps are step (2) and (4) which involve Fourier transformations and are analyzed in detail as follows.
Assume N is an even number and N =2 M . For a real array Y(r), its discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is written as:
The direct DFT calculation for each Y k through Eq. (3.19) includes N complex multiplication and N complex addition, thus the total computational complexity to calculate all the Y k is O(N 2 ). Considering N is an even number, by rearranging j into even (j e ) and odd (j o ) numbers, we have 
can be numerically implemented either recursively or iteratively, which involves only M = log 2 N complex multiplications. Therefore, for the FFT algorithm, the total computational complexity for calculating an N-point domain is O(Nlog N).
Since step (2) and step (4) only include limited numbers of FFTs for each iterative step, the computational complexity of the FSIPM for one iterative step is O (Nlog N) . Generally, for a multi-dimensional array, N = A× B×C×··· where A, B, C, ··· are positive integers representing the number of points for each dimension, the computational complexity is still the same, O(NlogN). Another important factor that affects the total cost of the iterative-perturbation scheme is the total number of iterations needed before the successive iterations converge to a reasonably accurate solution. In general, we find that no more than 20 iterations are required for all the static problems.
FEM:
there are, in general, two kinds of FEM solvers, (1) Gaussian elimination solver approaching solution in one large computational step; (2) iterative methods (encompassing a variety of ways, e.g., conjugate gradient method and generalized minimum residual method) approach the solution gradually similar to the FFT algorithm. The cost to solve the final discrete system equations depends on the square of bandwidth w of the global stiffness matrix K that is a N-by-N matrix for example, Gaussian elimination solver has the computational cost in the order of 1/2w 2 N [18] . Note that the bandwidth w of K depends on the largest difference of nodal sequence number of the elements, normally proportional to N. Consequently, its computational complexity can be expressed as O(N 2 ). In addition, the computational cost of iterative methods is in the order of w 2 N 1/2 , thus O(N 3/2 ).
Numerical experiments: results and discussions
Two popular ways to solve equilibrium equations in the phase-field models in the field, to our best knowledge, are FFT-based solver and FEM-based solver [18] . Thus, the com-parison is conducted between these two ways. The conjugate gradient iterative method is applied to the FEM solver using the linear elements throughout this work. Both the computation of the FSIPM and the FEM are serial, and performed on the same server of HP SL390S G7 of Intel X5670 CPU 2.93Hz, 4GB RAM for the fair purpose. The FSIPM solutions are defined in the uniform cells or points (see Fig. 1 ), and each cell or point is recorded with the resulting fields, e.g., the stress and/or strain fields, the temperature field, and the electrical field, while the FEM solutions are defined in the nonuniform mesh, and each mesh point is recorded with the resulting fields. The resulting fields within a FEM mesh element can then be calculated by the approximation using the FEM interpolation function in Eq. (3.16).
Static elasticity problem
We choose two elastic boundary value problems to compare the FSIPM and the FEM in solving mechanical equilibrium equation in a system with inhomogeneous elasticity: an infinite elastic body with a circular void at the center subjected to uni-axial tension, and an elastic body containing inclusion particles with "eigenstrain". These two examples are involved in many solid phase transformations, thus solutions of these two problems can typically demonstrate the performance of the numerical algorithms.
The solid-gas system
A benchmark example, i.e., an infinite elastic plate with a circular void of diameter D = 6 mm subjected to uni-axial stress T y = 100 MPa as shown in Fig. 2 is first studied. In the calculation, the elastic plate size is set a large enough value L = 102.4 mm. The elastic moduli for the solid are C 11 =90 GPa, C 12 =30 GPa and C 44 =30 GPa, which are all zero in the void. We numerically treat the interface between the body and the void as a diffuse one in both the FSIPM and the FEM, and such a treatment on interface is applied to all the examples, unless otherwise stated. This problem is amenable to analytical solution [20] , and, therefore, provides a convenient basis for the assessment of the present numerical methods, with the stress solutions given as follows 
in which r, θ are the polar coordinates and θ is defined counterclockwise starting from the positive x-axis. Different mesh sizes with the number of grid points N = 103800, 390000, 780000, 33554432 are utilized for the comparison purpose, as shown in Table 3 . The geometry, loading and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 2 . The distributions of stress components σ xx and σ yy along x-axis obtained from the FSIPM and the FEM are compared with the analytical solutions under the same computational time, and are plotted in Fig. 3(a) and (b) respectively. The black dots represent the solutions of FSIPM, the red dots represent the solution of FEM. Clearly, the numerical solutions of the FSIPM and the FEM all closely approximate the corresponding analytical solutions represented by the red lines, with a less than 1% deviation for whatever stress components σ xx or σ yy . The comparison of stress contours in the x-y plane is further presented in Fig. 4 . Note that the FSIPM is much computationally cheaper as detailed below, the FSIPM points are much more than the FEM mesh points under the same computational time. Again, the results from the FSIPM are easily observed comparable with those from the FEM results and the analytical solutions. All of these demonstrate the ability of the FSIPM in achieving the accurate results in the (even very strongly) inhomogeneous systems. In addition to the accuracy, computational cost has been regarded as another salient factor affecting the performance of a numerical method. The computational cost of these two methods is systematically compared at different mesh densities in Table 3 . Obviously, the FSIPM is computationally much cheaper in solving the elastic equilibrium equation than the FEM, regardless of the mesh size. Further analysis clearly shows that the FSIPM becomes computationally faster and faster with respect to the FEM as the mesh density increases. Specifically, when N = 103800, the computational time of the FSIPM is about 5 times less than the FEM, N = 390000, 10 times, and N = 780000, 30 times. Once N is large enough, e.g., N =33554432, the FEM is found to take unacceptable computational time (> 50, 000 s) to solve the equations. Thus, we regard this case as unsolvable for the FEM. Interestingly, such a trend is nicely consistent with the analysis of computational complexity of two numerical methods in Section 3.3, i.e., O(Nlog N) for the FSIPM and O(N 2 ) for the FEM. It is also worth noting that the total computational time given in Table 3 includes the cost from pre-and post-calculations, in addition to the cost of solving the equations. The former is expected not to be ignored when the mesh density is small, thus leading to a relatively small ratio of computational time when N is small.
The convergence rate in term of energy norm, i.e.,
against the computational time is also compared and the results are plotted in Fig. 3 (c) in a log-log form. In Eq. (4.2) , N e is the number of FSIPM cells or FEM mesh elements and A i is the area of the i-th element or cell. The superscript "Ref" denotes the stress and strain fields calculated by analytical solutions in Eq. (4.1), and the superscript "Num" denotes the stress and strain fields obtained using a numerical method. All the numerical stress and strain solutions are obtained after achieving equilibrium via iterations. The energy error is calculated by sum of the integration of the strain energy error density in all the cells or elements. It can be easily seen that the FSIPM always produces the higher computational efficiency, i.e., the lower energy norm error at the same computational time.
The inclusion-particle system
Next, an elastic body containing inclusion particles with "eigenstrain" as frequently encountered in solid-state phase transformation is investigated. The geometric size of the system is 300×300×300 µm 3 and the size of the particles is 30×30×30 µm 3 as shown in Fig. 5 . Similarly, different mesh sizes of the simulation are applied to the numerical methods. Both isotropic and anisotropic elastic moduli are considered: (1) isotropic C 11 = 90 GPa, C 12 = 30 GPa and C 44 = 30 GPa for elastic boy, and C 11 = 45 GPa, C 12 = 15 GPa and C 44 =15 GPa for particles; (2) anisotropic C 11 =90 GPa, C 12 =20 GPa and C 44 =20 GPa for elastic boy, and C 11 =45 GPa, C 12 =10 GPa and C 44 =10 GPa for particles. The eigenstrain to guarantee the volume conservation. The distribution of stress components σ xx and σ yy along a line (y = 100 and z = 150) parallel to the x-axis for the isotropic case, from two numerical methods, are plotted in Fig. 6 . Again, an excellent agreement can apparently be observed, with a fraction of difference of less than 1%. The comparison of stress contours in the x-y plane, regardless of the isotropic and anisotropic cases, also demonstrates that the FSIPM is able to provide the excellent solutions for the "eigenstrain" inclusion problems in Fig. 7 . Table 4 shows the computational costs of these two methods at different mesh densities. Similar to Table 3 , it demonstrates that in solving the elastic equilibrium equation the FSIPM is computationally much cheaper than the FEM. What's more, with the increase of mesh density, the FSIPM gradually has overwhelming advantage to the FEM in computational cost. 
Electrostatic problem
In this section, we focus on solving the electrostatic equilibrium equation in an inhomogeneous system which is a common problem in modeling many electric systems, such as ferroelectric materials, batteries, solid oxide fuel cells, etc. One dielectric example of a vacuum with dielectric particles under an external electric field is considered as shown in Fig. 8 . The total size of the system is 300×300×300 nm 3 , which is discretized into different mesh sizes for both the FSIPM and the FEM, as shown in Table 5 for comparison purpose. Dielectric particles with diameter D = 60 nm and an isotropic relative dielectric constant κ = 1000 are aligned with vacuum, as shown in Fig. 8 . An external electric field E = 100 MV/m is applied parallel to the x-axis. The distribution of electric field along x-axis obtained by the FSIPM and the FEM, are plotted in Fig. 9 . As shown, a large polarization is induced in the dielectric particles due to the high dielectric constant κ, generating strong electric fields in spaces around the particles. At the same time, the particles are subjected to a strong depolarization field due to the much lower vacuum dielectric constant κ = 1, and hence the total electric fields inside the particles are much weaker compared to the electric field in vacuum. What's more, Fig. 9 illustrates that the FSIPM and the FEM agree well with each other with differences smaller than 1%. The comparison of electric field in the x-z plane and the comparison of the computational time between these two methods are presented in Fig. 10 and Table 5 respectively. Conclusions can be made that the FSIPM and the FEM agree with each other and the FSIPM is faster in solving the electrostatic equilibrium equation than FEM. In solving the electrostatic equilibrium equation, similar conclusion can be made in comparison to the elastic cases: the differences between the computing times of these two methods become larger along with the increase of the system size. Moreover, the algorithms for solving electrostatic equilibrium equation could be easily extended to treating magnetostatic equilibrium equation. 
Steady-state heat conduction
We conclude this section with an example of one thermal conductive boundary value problem since the effect of temperature is usually involved in the phase-field modeling of material processes, e.g., the solidification during additive manufacturing and welding. We consider the steady-state heat conduction in a composite subjected to an external temperature gradient 10 5 K/m parallel to the x-axis as shown in Fig. 11 . The size of the system is 100×100×100 µm 3 , and the size of the particles are a = 20 µm, b = 13 µm and c = 6 µm as shown in Fig. 10 . Different mesh sizes are applied to both of the FSIPM and the FEM, as given in Table 6 . We choose the thermal conductivity for the matrix k 11 = 0.2 W/(m·K), k 22 The comparison of temperature contours in the x-z plane and the comparison of the cost between these two methods are presented in Fig. 12 and Table 6 respectively. The temperature fields are almost the same for the FSIPM and the FEM. The isothermal lines in both Fig. 12(a) and (b) are also found comparable with each other. Table 6 illustrates, again, that the FSIPM is faster in solving the thermal equilibrium equation than the FEM, and the difference in computational cost of two methods is getting larger with the increase of the mesh size.
A comparative study was conducted for the numerical implementation and computational cost between the FSIPM and the FEM in solving the phase-field long-range equilibrium equations with strong microstructure inhomogeneity. Four benchmark examples, including the elastic, electrostatic and thermal problems, have been applied for the comparison. Through the simulations and numerical examples, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The FSIPM solutions are found to be comparable to those of their FEM counterparts, and both of them agree with the analytic solutions.
(2) The FSIPM is computationally much cheaper in solving those equilibrium equations than the FEM. The denser of the mesh, the computationally faster with respect to the FEM.
(3)
The uniform hexahedral (3D) and quadrilateral (2D) mesh and periodic boundary conditions are strictly required for the FSIPM due to the use of the convolution integral while the FEM permits arbitrary mesh and boundary conditions for numerical implementation.
Phase-field models for microstructure evolution during various material processes usually involve multi-physics i.e., multiple long-range equilibrium equations. For example, electrode microstructure evolution in solid oxide fuel cells and batteries [9] upon recharging simultaneously couples the electrostatic equilibrium equation, the diffusion equation and the heat-transfer equation. Another important behavior accompanying with phase-field equations is non-linear mechanics equilibrium including material nonlinearity (e.g., crystal plasticity during recrystallization [6] ) and geometrical non-linearity (i.e., large deformation of silicon electrode during lithiation [7] ). It is noted that either multi-physics coupling or non-linear mechanics equilibrium is remarkably computationally complex. Therefore, successful application of phase-field models to various microstructure evolutions in practice greatly relies on the computational cost of numerical methods to solve long-range equilibrium equations. To our best knowledge, most of current phase-field codes or packages are solved in the framework of FEM, which, however, is not computational acceptable especially for the large-scale 3D computations. The FSIPM is demonstrated to tremendously outperform the FEM to achieve the accurate solutions, thus exhibiting a greater potential for the large-scale 3D computations of phase-field models. One disadvantage of the FSIPM lies in the rigorous requirement for uniform mesh shape and size as well as periodic boundary conditions. Thus, it is recommended to utilize the FEM to solve the equilibrium equations for the problems with arbitrary boundary conditions under only 2D or small-scale 3D computations.
